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If you chose A, it's no surprise. Many people think that feeling guilty is necessary 
to keep them from eating "unhealthy" foods.
 
Unfortunately, feeling guilty over eating certain foods only makes things worse. 
(Hello, eating-a-whole-bag-of-cheese-puffs-while-sitting-in-the-closet-after-
posting-a-green-smoothie-on-Instagram.)
 
That's why the correct answer to the quiz above is D. Yes, nutrition is important! 
But you don't have to micromanage your diet - the healthiest eating is flexible.
 
When it comes to eating, guilt is just not helpful. Neither is feeling righteous for 
eating the "right" foods. In fact, categorizing foods as good or bad is one of the 
biggest barriers to healing your relationship with food. It often leads to 
overeating, or even bingeing. 
 
So let's get going. This guilt isn't going to banish itself!
 
Cheers,
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Barb

Hey there,
 
I'm so glad you're here! This guide will give you a head start to feel more 
comfortable around a wider variety of food.
 
Before we dive in, here's a pop quiz for you.

When is it appropriate to feel guilty about 
eating something?
 
A. It's a sugary food.
B. You stole it from a small child.
C. You mugged an old lady for it.
D. B and C, but not A.

P.S. If we haven't met yet, I'm a therapist and wellness coach who helps women heal 
their relationship with food and their body. 
 
What could you accomplish in your life if you were freed from food + health worry?
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FEAR  FOODS
THEY DON'T NEED TO STAY SCARY
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Fear foods. Trigger foods. Bad foods. Red-light foods. Junk foods.
 
Whatever you  call them, these are the foods  you cut out in the name of health.
 
But have you noticed that no matter how much you try to get a handle on these 
foods, it backfires after a while?
 
The answer is not to double down on restriction or "being good." It's the 
opposite! To feel less guilty about specific foods, you build trust in yourself by 
eating those exact foods. 
 
Don't worry, we're going to go step by step.

My top fear foods are:

These are the foods you try to avoid.
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WHAT'S UNDER IT ALL?
UNDERSTANDING WHERE FOOD ANXIETY STARTS
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Imagine that your fear food is a cookie. Now obviously, most people are not 
literally afraid of a cookie. If I walked up to you holding out an Oreo, you wouldn't 
run away (unless maybe you're deathly allergic to one of the ingredients).
 
Instead, food guilt and worry stem from  beliefs about what will happen when 
you eat a certain item. That's why so much of this guide talks about "fear foods," 
but the outcome is less guilt and anxiety. And less feeling bad about yourself.
 
Some common beliefs are that you'll harm your health; gain weight; lose control 
over your eating; be looked down upon by others; be unloveable.

My beliefs about eating those foods:

My emotions when I eat those foods:

Examples of emotions: happy, mad, sad, shame, guilt, fear, dread, frustration, etc.
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PAST EXPERIENCE
BREAK DOWN YOUR HISTORY
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Refer back to the list of foods you created on page 2. Chances are, that list has 
grown over time. Think about the first food (or food group, like dairy) you cut out, 
and answer the following in the area below. 
 
- Where did you get the idea to cut those food(s)?
- What did you hope would happen by eating less of them (or avoiding entirely)?

Next, think about  your experience since making those dietary changes.
- Have you cut out a lot  more foods?
- Has your health improved how you hoped it would?
   If you think your health has improved, is there anyone else (e.g. doctor, family 
   member) who would disagree?
- Has your mental health improved?

Examples: Hoped to have more energy, have willpower, help the environment, be admired by others.
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CHOOSE YOUR ADVENTURE
FOOD IS NOT GOOD OR BAD, IT'S JUST FOOD.
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Drum roll... It's time to start introducing those forbidden foods back into your life. The 
goal is, ultimately, to take the power away from the food - so that you can eat it and 
actually enjoy it - without feeling out of control and without feeling anxious about 
your health. 
 
Getting used to a food is called habituation, and is discussed in the book Intuitive 
Eating (3rd ed.) by Evelyn Tribole and Elyse Resch.
 
Step 1. Select a food from the list you wrote on page 2. Choose one food that seems 
the least scary.
IMPORTANT NOTE: If you have a documented medical condition, such as a food 
allergy, or celiac disease, then those food are not appropriate to test! Choose a 
different food instead.
 
Step 2. For your adventure food, choose one brand/one flavor. So for example, if 
your food is "cookies," choose one kind of Oreo only. You wouldn't want to choose 
Oreos + shortbread + homemade chocolate chip; or even multiple flavors of Oreos. 
By working methodically, you will more easily become habituated to one kind of 
food at a time. It's like how scientists only change one thing at a time in experiments.
 
Step 3. Decide on a relatively low-stress time of day at a time when you're not overly 
hungry. For example, about an hour after lunch or dinner. Each day for at least one 
week, eat that same food.
 
As you eat, do your best to stay connected to your thoughts, emotions, and physical 
sensations.
 
Tip:
- Stay tuned in to your experience, and let go of notions of how much you are 
"allowed" to eat, or what a portion size "should" be. Food freedom and reduced guilt 
+anxiety come from giving yourself unconditional permission to eat and tuning in to 
your body.
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Copy this page to use multiple times. It will help you see patterns and progress as 
you work through the steps described on the previous page.
 
What you can expect:
-- Like so much in life and recovery, there is no straight line. Progress comes in fits 
and spurts, and sometimes goes backwards before it goes forward again.
-- You do not need to test every single food from your list on page 2. Think more in 
terms of categories of foods, rather than every individual food.
-- As it gets easier and easier to face trigger foods, your food anxiety + guilt will 
decrease. You will also be more likely to have fewer episodes of overeating. Plus, 
you won't have to do this adventure process for every single food.
 
NOTE: If you eat more than you intended, or feel bad about yourself, reframe it from 
a place of self-compassion and curiosity, instead of judgment. For example, if you 
are telling yourself, "You are such a loser who constantly overeats!" shift it to be 
compassionate: "I'm learning to regain trust in my body."

While you eat: Does the food taste like you expected? What's the taste and texture like? What are your 
physical sensations?

Before you eat: What are you feeling, physically and emotionally?

After you eat: How would you summarize the experience? Did the experience match what you 
anticipated?
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